Acura hatchback

The ILX boasts an impressive power-to-weight ratio. Amplitude Reactive Dampers with dual
pistons provide optimal ride comfort and stability. The sleek exterior is always a welcoming
sight after a long day of pursuing your ambitions. The ILX features styling and design inspired
by supercar aesthetics. Shown: model. With inch wheels and an aggressive stance, the ILX is
ready to perform. System may not detect all objects ahead of, beside or behind the vehicle and
may not detect a given object. System operation affected by extreme interior heat. Driver
remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and avoiding collisions. Collision Mitigation
Braking System only is designed to mitigate crash forces; it may not avoid all collisions.
Depending on the circumstances, CMBS may not go through all the alert stages before initiating
the last stage of collision mitigation. With an impressive power-to-weight ratio , the ILX is a
formidable compact sport sedan on the road. More than a premium compact sedan, the ILX
makes its mark as a sport sedan in a league of its own. From end to end, the sophisticated
styling of the ILX stands out on the road. The high-revving 2. It's designed to help you easily
control various convenience features, all from one easy-to-read source without interrupting
information displayed on the upper screen. Enjoy the tactile experience of available
beautifully-crafted Milano Leather seats. Open the door to a new level of sophistication. Tasteful
chrome accents inside the ILX complement your stylish sensibilities. All rights reserved. The
ILX Technology package puts convenience and ease at your fingertips, with an intuitive
touchscreen that's operable from controls on the leather-wrapped steering wheel. Amplified
aesthetics include a stunning touchscreen , so you can seamlessly access your music, climate
controls, and everything else you need to enjoy your drive. The A-Spec -exclusive
red-illuminated gauge cluster enhances the sleek, sporty feel of the ILX interior. In the ILX, the
combination of the paddle shifters and 8-speed DCT delivers lightning-quick gear shifts for an
exciting experience. Standard with: 2. AcuraWatch system accuracy will vary based on weather,
speed, road conditions and other factors. Includes Premium Package Standard with: 2. Includes
Premium and Technology Packages Standard with: 2. Enhance your ILX with striking
warranty-backed Acura Genuine Accessories 17 like body side molding, underbody and decklid
spoilers, accessory alloy wheels and more. Includes down payment with no security deposit.
Excludes taxes, titles and either dealer fees or documentary service fee. For well-qualified
lessees. For well-qualified buyers. Sign up to get the latest Acura ILX news and info. Your
location will be used to find dealers, inventory, and offers in your area. We were unable to
retrieve your location, please enter your ZIP code. Acura vehicle accessory costs, labor and
installation vary. Dealers set their own prices. Please consult your selected dealer. Certified
Pre-Owneds. Finance Helpful Links. Use for comparison purposes only. Your actual mileage will
vary, depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle, driving conditions, and other
factors. Athletic Agility. Adaptive Cruise Control should not be used in heavy traffic, poor
weather or on winding roads. Forward Collision Warning system does not include a braking
function. Thumb 1. Thumb 2. Thumb 3. Thumb 4. Thumb 5. Thumb 6. Thumb 7. Thumb 8. Thumb
9. Thumb Equipped And Ready Standard with: 2. AcuraWatch TM AcuraWatch system accuracy
will vary based on weather, speed, road conditions and other factors. Heated Front Seats. Cold
days are no match for these standard dual-level heated sport seats, which are ergonomically
designed and bolstered to enhance your ILX driving experience. The intense, focused beams of
light help you to view colors more vividly and reduce fatigue at night. Milano Leather Seats.
Exuding prestige with every stitch, these leather seats showcase contrast stitching and soft
Milano Leather that extends to the upper bolsters. Get directions, listen to music, or even send
and receive messages right from the dual-display. Android Auto TM Integration. Easily access
your maps, emails, messages, and music by connecting your compatible Android TM to the
dual-display. Exterior Design. With a Diamond Pentagon grille and powerful, yet
beautifully-sculpted hood, trunk, and taillights, the ILX has edge-to-edge fearlessness. Interior
Design. Stunning inch Shark Gray wheels amplify aesthetics with their aggressive stance,
turning heads everywhere you go; they also allow you to be more connected with the road.
Acura Navigation System. With music sources available over the air, Internet, or your own
digital library, even the most familiar songs will sound refreshed. Dual-zone automatic climate
control lets you and your front passenger adjust settings to your comfort. Accessorize Boldly
Enhance your ILX with striking warranty-backed Acura Genuine Accessories 17 like body side
molding, underbody and decklid spoilers, accessory alloy wheels and more. Get this offer. First
Name First Name. Last Name Last Name. I'd also like to receive Acura news and information.
Your location will be used to find dealers, inventory, and offers in your area. We were unable to
retrieve your location, please enter your ZIP code. The redesigned MDX houses a HP 81 V-6
engine paired to a new double-wishbone front suspension for precision cornering. Handling is
further enhanced by the Integrated Dynamics System and available wider in alloy wheels for
adrenaline-inducing performance. Precision craftsmanship and attention to detail blend fluidly

with performance-focused 3D design technology. The Diamond Pentagon Grille is the focal
point of the front fascia that flows into the long, sculpted hood above, while dynamically
weaving into the modern LED fog light design below. The longer and wider chassis and new
double-wishbone front suspension deliver remarkable handling and ride quality. Available
larger and wider in wheels with a split spoke design create a strong, modern look that elevates
handling performance to the next level. Switch into Snow Mode with the Integrated Dynamics
System for confidence-inspiring handling and control. A striking profile befitting of a true
premium performance SUV, the body lines of the MDX are accentuated even more with available
premium paint like Phantom Violet Pearl. Every MDX comes equipped with a wide panoramic
moonroof. Impressive from every angle, the rear design of the MDX is a testament to true
performance-focused styling. Available French stitching, authentic materials like open pore
wood and real metal trim, and full-grain Milano Leather make the cabin an ultra-refined
experience. The cabin is open to the world around you with the wide panoramic moonroof
standard on every MDX. Intuitively designed around the driver, the center stack keeps your core
features easily within reach. A mix of physical and touch buttons along with the Dynamic Mode
drive dial, deliver optimal tactile feedback and lets you focus on the drive. Always be charged
up and ready to go with standard wireless charging. The Change the onscreen graphics to best
fit your drive and view the advanced driver assistive system alerts displayed right in front of
you. Ultra-refined Advance Package front seats offer premium comfort with way power
adjustability, heating and ventilation, and perforated Milano Leather. Quickly select the desired
drive mode with the Integrated Dynamics System dial for a more engaging driving experience.
Authentic materials like available open-pore wood trim and tasteful touches like French
stitching elevate the cabin to a truly premium space. All rights reserved. Stay focused on the
drive with an available projected Directly inspired by the Precision Cockpit, the cabin is
designed around the driver. Authentic materials, intuitive digital integration, and crafted
refinement create a sophisticated cabin design befitting of a premium performance SUV.
Majestic Black Pearl Colors vary by package. Available colors will vary, see dealer for details.
Liquid Carbon Metallic Colors vary by package. Apex Blue Pearl Colors vary by package.
Performance Red Pearl Colors vary by package. Lunar Silver Metallic Colors vary by package.
Platinum White Pearl Colors vary by package. Ebony Colors vary by package. Red Colors vary
by package. Click the link below and sign up to stay updated on more details and arrival timing.
The available Running boards in black or chrome, accessory wheels, trailer hitch, sleek Roof
Rails and a variety of roof attachments beg to take on more adventures. For well-qualified
buyers. Includes down payment with no security deposit. Excludes taxes, titles and either
dealer fees or documentary service fee. For well-qualified lessees. Sign up to get the latest
Acura MDX news and info. Acura vehicle accessory costs, labor and installation vary. Dealers
set their own prices. Please consult your selected dealer. Certified Pre-Owneds. Finance Helpful
Links. Your actual mileage will vary, depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle,
driving conditions, and other factors. Performance For Every Challenge. MDX Gallery of MDX
Gallery 1 of 16 Precision craftsmanship and attention to detail blend fluidly with
performance-focused 3D design technology. Watch the video to learn more. MDX Gallery 4 of 16
The Diamond Pentagon Grille is the focal point of the front fascia that flows into the long,
sculpted hood above, while dynamically weaving into the modern LED fog light design below.
MDX Gallery 5 of 16 The longer and wider chassis and new double-wishbone front suspension
deliver remarkable handling and ride quality. MDX Gallery 6 of 16 Available larger and wider in
wheels with a split spoke design create a strong, modern look that elevates handling
performance to the next level. Thumb 1. Thumb 2. Thumb 3. Thumb 4. Thumb 5. Thumb 6.
Thumb 7. Thumb 8. Thumb 9. Thumb MDX Gallery 1 of 16 Available French stitching, authentic
materials like open pore wood and real metal trim, and full-grain Milano Leather make the cabin
an ultra-refined experience. MDX Gallery 3 of 16 A MDX Gallery 4 of 16 Intuitively designed
around the driver, the center stack keeps your core features easily within reach. MDX Gallery 5
of 16 Always be charged up and ready to go with standard wireless charging. MDX Gallery 6 of
16 The MDX Gallery 7 of 16 Ultra-refined Advance Package front seats offer premium comfort
with way power adjustability, heating and ventilation, and perforated Milano Leather. MDX
Gallery 8 of 16 Quickly select the desired drive mode with the Integrated Dynamics System dial
for a more engaging driving experience. MDX Gallery 10 of 16 Even the smallest details receive
the highest level of refinement. From precision knurled knobs to real metal accents, the MDX
delivers a bespoke and crafted design you can feel. MDX Gallery 11 of 16 Authentic materials
like available open-pore wood trim and tasteful touches like French stitching elevate the cabin
to a truly premium space. MDX Gallery 13 of 16 Stay focused on the drive with an available
projected MDX Gallery 16 of 16 An ergonomically designed center stack puts all critical controls
easily within your reach. Digital Integration. Three-Row Seating. The MDX features three-row

seating with room for up to 7 occupants. Configure the second-row to your needs with a
removable center seat that creates captain chairs and easier access to the third-row. Panoramic
Moonroof. Expand your view with the wide panoramic moonroof that bathes the cabin in light,
fresh air and spacious freedom. Standard on every MDX. Navigation System. The Acura
Navigation System displays on the Premium Milano Leather Interior. Experience our true
dedication to craftsmanship with full-grain Milano Leather-trimmed seats featuring perforation
surfaces and contrast stitching. Surround-View Camera. Surround-view camera gives you an
unparalleled vantage point while parking. With four exterior cameras to provide a clear
overhead view, the Surround-View Camera helps you to see blind spots and obstacles all
around your MDX. Head-Up Display. Ventilated front seats cool you down on hot days. TYPE S.
Get this offer. First Name First Name. Last Name Last Name. The most sophisticated SH-AWD
system yet, the torque-vectoring all-wheel drive system delivers more accurate handling for all
road conditions. So you can cruise through town in head-turning, exquisite comfort. From busy
highways to backroads, the RDX adapts easily with the Integrated Dynamics System that allows
you to select from 4 different drive modes instantly. The Diamond Pentagon Grille is the
successful realization of forward-thinking design and confidence. Corner with confidence.
Break away from boring with a 2. Precision crafted power comes to life with the HP 86
turbocharged 2. Drive with passion, arrive in style. The athletic yet sophisticated look of the
RDX is sure to turn heads. Get directions, make calls, and send and receive messages without
taking your hands off the wheel. Bring your favorite playlist to life. All rights reserved. The
floating center console design creates airy openness and convenient smartphone charging that
is both uniquely elegant and bristling with utility. Paddle shifters come standard, which means
total control over the robust 2. The thoughtfully designed center console, make it easier to
charge and store your smartphone on the most invigorating drives. Along with the
high-mounted The Panoramic Moonroof comes standard, which mean great views from every
seat. The result is a speaker layout that includes 4 in the headliner to deliver a surround sound
experience any audiophile would appreciate. The Integrated Dynamics System IDS allows you to
choose between various drive modes instantly by using the dial on the center console. They
reinforce their position as the sportier luxury brand. AcuraWatch system accuracy will vary
based on weather, speed, road conditions and other factors. System may not detect all objects
ahead of, beside or behind the vehicle and may not detect a given object. System operation
affected by extreme interior heat. Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and
avoiding collisions. Collision Mitigation Braking System only is designed to mitigate crash
forces; it may not avoid all collisions. Depending on the circumstances, CMBS may not go
through all the alert stages before initiating the last stage of collision mitigation. With only
produced, this is an elite and bespoke performance experience. From roof boxes and trailer
hitches to all-season floor mats and rear seat covers, these precision-crafted accessories
integrate seamlessly into your lifestyle. Includes down payment with no security deposit.
Excludes taxes, titles and either dealer fees or documentary service fee. For well-qualified
lessees. For well-qualified buyers. Sign up to get the latest Acura RDX news and info. Your
location will be used to find dealers, inventory, and offers in your area. We were unable to
retrieve your location, please enter your ZIP code. Acura vehicle accessory costs, labor and
installation vary. Dealers set their own prices. Please consult your selected dealer. Certified
Pre-Owneds. Finance Helpful Links. Thumb 1. Thumb 2. Thumb 3. Thumb 4. Thumb 5. Thumb 6.
Thumb 7. Thumb 8. Thumb 9. Thumb Advance Package shown. Exterior Design. Interior Design.
Surround Sound. RDX offers heated and ventilated front sport seats in Milano leather with way
adjustment that are covered in soft and durable full-grain Milano leather. On colder days, enjoy
the luxury of a Heated Steering Wheel. Surround-View Camera. The Surround-View Camera
System gives you a view immediately around the car. Dynamic guidelines appear in each view
to help you stay on the right path. Acura Navigation System. Avoid delays on busy streets using
HD traffic information. Milano Leather Seats. Everyone will fight over these seats. Adaptive
Cruise Control should not be used in heavy traffic, poor weather or on winding roads. Forward
Collision Warning system does not include a braking function. Panoramic Moonroof. With a
power sliding sunshade and a front moonroof that slides and tilts, even your passengers can
enjoy the fresh air. Get this offer. First Name First Name. Last Name Last Name. I'd also like to
receive Acura news and information. We here at Car and Driver are huge fans of hatchbacks.
And when you compare a crossover versus a hatchback, hatchbacks can provide much of the
utility of crossovers while often offering better fuel economy and zippier handling to boot.
Hatchbacks run the spectrum, from small to fun and funky and everything in between. Here's
our list of the best hatchbacks you can buy for Those who are interested in the best hatchbacks
from can refer to last year's list. Few compact hatchbacks are better than the Volkswagen Golf ,
but one that is happens to share the same showroom: the sporty GTI reviewed separately. Apart

from the standard Golf's lower asking price and higher fuel efficiency, it isn't as desirable as its
more powerful, better-equipped sibling. While that's partly why VW will only offer the
next-generation GTI and high-performance Golf R on our shores, it doesn't diminish that the
regular version remains a terrific value in its final year. Despite a small and underpowered
turbo-four engine, it boasts an excellent six-speed manual or eight-speed automatic
transmission. It has a great chassis that provides athletic handling and a composed ride. And it
offers a surprisingly roomy interior along with a large cargo hold. The boxy Golf isn't as
eye-catching or feature-laden as many compact rivals, but overall it's much more gratifying than
meets the eye. Review, Pricing, and Specs. The Volkswagen Golf GTI is affordable, practical,
andâ€”most important to folks like usâ€”a brilliant driving machine. While the current
generation is nearing the end of its life cycle, it still continues to impress: It has won our annual
10Best award multiple times, including making the most recent list. With a sprightly hp
four-cylinder engine and terrific manual and automatic transmissions, this front-driver is
wonderfully speedy. Of course, quickness doesn't equal engagement. Thankfully, Volkswagen
has ensured this hot hatch provides nimble handling and communicative feedback. Those
characteristics also apply to its sedan sibling, the Jetta GLI. Although its staid styling and
above-average price won't appeal to everyone, the GTI's holistic approach to performance and
undeniable versatility make it the ultimate sport compact. Once mere basic transportation, the
humble Honda Civic has blossomed into a desirable and fun-to-drive compact car. Available as
either a sedan or a practical hatchback, the Civic is powered by your choice of a hp 2. Honda
loads up its smallest car with plenty of standard driver-assistance features , including
automated emergency braking, adaptive cruise control, and lane-keeping assist. Oddly, modern
infotainment features aren't standard; the base LX model comes with a tiny touchscreen that
offers radio tuning and not much else. The base model notwithstanding, the Civic is a compact
car that should satisfy most buyers and one we're happy to recommend. If you're seeking
something with a spicier flavor, we'd suggest the hp Civic Si or the hp Civic Type R both
reviewed separately. Despite its gloriously juvenile bodywork, the Honda Civic Type R is a
hugely entertaining and entirely practical four-door hatchback. With a hp turbocharged
four-cylinder and a standard six-speed manual transmission the only gearbox available feeding
the front wheels, the Type R is not only the quickest Honda Civic , it's one of the quickest sport
compacts. Honda has managed to virtually eliminate the dreaded torque steer that plagues
powerful front-drive cars and provide talkative steering, tremendous cornering grip, and a ride
that's surprisingly smooth. Its interior isn't the fanciest, and its red accents make the cabin look
like a crime scene, but the reasonably-sized back seat and ample cargo area give it every-day
practicality. Apart from a subdued exhaust note and noisy highway behavior, the Civic Type R
ranks among the most entertaining cars to drive right now. The Hyundai Veloster N is a raucous
sport compact that provides plenty of driving fun and impressive performance for the money. A
turbocharged 2. Previously available only with a manual transmission, the Veloster now offers a
dual-clutch automatic transmission option to broaden its appeal. If a Mazda 3 shows up when
you call your next Uber, we'd forgive you for confusing it with a far more expensive Audi or
BMW as you settle into the passenger's seat. Mazda often straddles the line between
mainstream and luxury, and it pays off in its bread-and-butter hatchback, particularly in the
swanky Premium and Premium Plus trims. A trio of four-cylinder engines are on the menu, as is
all-wheel drive. The 3 continues to be one of the most refined and athletic compact cars on sale
today, with high-tech infotainment and driver-assistance features that provide a class-above
experience. That said, adding those features may drive the 3's price beyond what buyers in this
segment are willing to pay, giving mainstream stalwarts like the Toyota Corolla and Honda Civic
an edge. The Kia Rio sedan and hatchback are classified as economical subcompact carsâ€”we
used to call such cars "econoboxes"â€”but they're surprisingly more sophisticated than that.
The Kia couple share a cabin design that exudes an elegant simplicity thanks to a smart layout
and pleasing materials. On the flip side, both of the Rios' back seats suffer from limited
passenger space and neither body style has a particularly accommodating cargo area or trunk.
Still, we appreciate that they're one of the few subcompact cars to offer standard Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto. We're even willing to forgive their dearth of common driver assists because
the Chevy Spark and Nissan Versa are the only rivals that offer more advanced safety features.
The Rios shine with their refined ride quality and composed handling, which help squash any
stereotypes about cheap transportation. The Chevy Bolt EV isn't as interesting as the Hyundai
Kona Electric or as sexy as the Tesla Model 3 , but its smooth ride, roomy cabin, and popular
standard features make it an appealing option to mainstream-brand shoppers. The Chevy has
an EPA driving range of miles, which is nothing to sneeze at, and its fast-charging capability
allows it to replenish up to miles of range in 30 minutes. We also appreciate its one-pedal
driving and satisfying-to-use hand-brake function. Despite its mainstream brand name, the Kia

Stinger offers the performance, features, and desirability to go up against the German
sports-sedan status quo. This four-door cleverly disguises its hatchback and large trunk with a
layout similar to that of the sleek Audi A5 Sportback and BMW 4-series Gran Coupe. Inside, the
Stinger offers near-luxury accommodations and a host of connectivity features such as
touchscreen infotainment with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto. You can order a Stinger with a
turbocharged 2. On the road, the Stinger is an athletic sedan with communicative
steeringâ€”and one we enjoyed for a 40, mile long term test â€”making it a great choice for
driving enthusiasts. No one ever said sexy can't also be practical, and the Audi A5 Sportback
blends the best of what we love about the A4 sedan and the A5 coupe and adds a voluminous
hatchback cargo hold hidden under its stylish fastback roofline. This athletic four-door
competes with other similarly-styled sedans such as the BMW 4-series Gran Coupe and the Kia
Stinger , and brings Audi's tech-forward approach and simple-yet-chic interior design. Rear-seat
headroom isn't as generous as in the more traditional A4 sedan, but the A5's cargo volume
makes up for that deficiency and then some. The Audi A7 blurs a beautiful line between sedan
and hatchback with its sleek profile and refined nature. Its turbocharged V-6 powertrain and
standard all-wheel drive provide quick acceleration and four-season traction. The Audi also
treats passengers to a quiet cabin space that boasts cutting-edge technology and countless
luxuries. While most of this content is found on the A6 sedan too, the A7's fastback pro
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file and extra cargo space make it both more visually distinct and more practical. Like the A6,
the fastback A7 offers sophisticated road manners and is capable of delighting drivers when the
road ahead starts to spiral. The Audi RS7 is a wide-bodied, heart-pounding four-door sports car
that features a usable back seat and practical hatchback. This all-new RS7 represents the
mightiest version of the comparably subdued Audi A7. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword
s to search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. Jeff Xu Car and Driver. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. Volkswagen Golf. Volkswagen Golf GTI. Honda Civic. Honda Civic
Type R. Hyundai Veloster N. Michael Simari Car and Driver. Mazda 3. Kia Rio. Chevy Bolt EV. Kia
Stinger. Audi A5 Sportback. Audi A7. Audi RS7. This content is created and maintained by a
third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may
be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.

